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The topic of the study is: “Smoking in young ages”

Survey paper

Answering the W-Question
1) Which grades participate in the survey?
The grades from 8-10 participate in the survey.
2) Which group ages participate in the survey?
The youngest participant is 13 years old and the oldest participant is 17 years
old.
3) Who participate in the survey?
Boys and girls from Lutherschule
4) How many boys and girls participate in the survey?
101 boys
113 girls
5) How many students participate in this survey?
101 + 113 = 214 students participate in the survey.
6) Why did I choose those questions?
I chose those questions because I want to know how many students are
dealing with the topic smoking.
7) Why did I choose those grades?
I chose those grades because many students at this age, try new things out
like drinking alcohol for the first time or many students try out smoking.

Analysis of Question 1.
The first question is:
Do you want to smoke in the future?
Possible Answers: yes-no-maybe
Results:
89 boys do not want to smoke in the future. 101 girls do not want to smoke in
the future. 12 boys maybe want to smoke in the future. 12 girls maybe want
to smoke in the future. There is no one, who wants to smoke in the future in
this survey.

Analysis of Question 2.
Question: Do your parents smoke?
Possible Answers: yes – no
Results:
87 parents of 214 asked students smoke. 127 parents of 214 asked students
do not smoke. 47 boys live in a household where one of the parents smokes.
40 girls live in a household where one of the parents smokes.
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Analysis of Question 3.

Only a few students answered that question. That means there are not
enough survey papers to analyze. So there are no results for the question
number 3.

Analysis of Question 4.
Question: Have you ever smoked in your life?
Possible Answers: yes – no
Results:
58 of 214 have smoked in their life. 156 of 214 have not smoked in their life.
35 boys of 214 have smoked in their life. 23 girls of 214 have smoked in their
life.
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Comparison of my survey with a survey from 2004,1997 and 1993

Share of young persons (also like in my survey the age group from 13-17) who
have smoked one time in their live
1993
1997
2004
20 %
28 %
23 %
Taken from Politik und Wirtschaft 9, Cornelsen 2008

2013
27 %

Conclusion :
All in all we can see that the result of the survey is not good because there
are some students which have smoked once. A good thing is that no one
wants to smoke in the future. We can also say that more students live in a
household, where no parents smoke. Only 10 % of 214 asked students maybe
want to smoke in the future. But if we compare the result from 2004 with my
survey, we can see that the number has increased. Over the years many
things have changed in the industry of cigarettes. Cigarette firms are not
allowed to make any commercials on TV or cinemas. The European
Parliament also decided that there has to be more deterrent on cigarette
packs. They decided that there has to be a picture of a smoker lung. I think
those things have not worked well because the number has increased.
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